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PRESS RELEASE 

 

 

 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE          

                          
              

                  

Clarifications Concerning Q4 Business Results 
 

Sarine’s management wishes to clarify issues regarding its results 
for fourth quarter 2014  

 

 
Kfar Saba, Israel, 25 December 2014 – Singapore Exchange (SGX) Mainboard listed Sarine 

Technologies Ltd (“Sarine” or “the Company”) (U77:SI), a worldwide leader in the development, 

manufacturing, marketing and sale of precision technology products for the planning, 

processing, evaluation and measurement of diamonds and gems, wishes to clarify  issues 

regarding its  expected financial results for Q4 2014. 

 

Further to its reply published on 22 December 2014 after the close of trading, in response to a 

query by the SGX regarding the unexplained trading of its share that same day, it has come to 

the Company’s attention that there are unwarranted concerns regarding its fourth quarter’s 

expected financial results, in light of the diamond industry conditions noted in said response. It 

has further come to the Company’s attention that its response has seemingly been 

misconstrued as indicating that a loss for the quarter (Q4) could be expected. In light of this 

incorrect inference and other related negative suppositions regarding the Company’s financial 

performance for this quarter, we would like to clarify that we expect revenues for Q4 2014 to 

be in line with or slightly better than those of Q4 2013 notwithstanding the challenges currently 

faced by the diamond industry. As we continue our planned investments in product 

development and marketing to launch a series of new products and services, we expect 

operational expenditures for Q4 2014 will be similar to those of Q3 of this year. Management 

strongly believes Sarine will be profitable for the quarter, which will allow us to recommend to 

the Annual General Meeting to approve a final dividend for the year in accordance with our 

published dividend policy. 
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We would like to take this opportunity to wish all our investors a Joyous Holiday Season and a 

Happy, Healthy, Peaceful and Prosperous New Year! 

 

About Sarine Technologies: 

 
Established in 1988, Sarine Technologies Ltd. is a worldwide leader in the development and 

manufacturing of advanced planning, evaluation and measurement systems for diamond and 

gemstone production. Sarine products include diamond cut, color and light performance 

grading tools, the GalaxyTM family of inclusion mapping systems, rough diamond optimisation 

systems, laser cutting and shaping systems and laser-marking and inscription machines. 

Sarine systems have become an essential gemology tool in every properly equipped gem lab, 

diamond appraisal business and manufacturing plant, and are today considered essential items 

by both diamond dealers and retailers. For more information about Sarine and its products and 

services, visit http://sarine.com/. 
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